
“ We aspire not just  
to be different from 
other schools, not 
even just to lead, but  
to show a new way.”
Bernard T. (Bernie) Ferrari, Dean  
Johns Hopkins University 
Carey Business School

Johns  
Hopkins 
Carey  
Business  
School 
Global MBA



“There should 
be no dividing 
line between 
business  
excellence  
and social  
consciousness.”

Bernard T. (Bernie) Ferrari, Dean, Johns Hopkins Carey Business School
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NATIONAL RANKING

1Johns Hopkins  
University ranks first 
nationally among  
academic institutions 

in research and development 
expenditures and in federally 
funded research.

36  Nobel Prize  
winners  
associated  

with Johns Hopkins

9 Members of the  
Johns Hopkins  
faculty who  
have received  

MacArthur Fellowships

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Contributing more than  
$10 billion a year to the  
state economy, Johns  
Hopkins is Maryland’s  
largest private employer.

ALUMNI NETWORK

190,000
Johns Hopkins alumni living 
and working around the world 

JOHNS HOPKINS  
ADVANTAGE

U.S. News & World Report 
ranks Johns Hopkins 
University: 
Best Colleges

•  #12 among top national 
universities

• #15 engineering

Best Graduate Schools
• #1 internal medicine
• #1 geriatrics
•  #1 school of education
• #1 biomedical engineering
• #1 public health
• #2 nursing
• #25 engineering

EDUCATING LEADERS

Johns Hopkins has  
produced countless  
visionary leaders who 
include:  

MICHAEL BLOOMBERG 
108th mayor of New York, 
BS, School of Engineering, 
1964

JODY WILLIAMS 
Winner of the 1997 Nobel 
Peace Prize, MA, School 
of Advanced International 
Studies, 1984 

WOODROW WILSON 
28th president, PhD, School 
of Arts & Sciences, 1886

THE HEART OF JOHNS HOPKINS.  
THE CENTER OF THE WORLD.
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Where business is taught  
with humanity in mind
Focusing on enterprise risk 
management, financial  
businesses, health care  
management, and real estate  
and infrastructure, the Carey 
Business School prepares 
business leaders to tackle  
the most pressing issues of 
our time.
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Legacy of leadership
Since its founding in 1876 as 
the first research university in 
the United States, Johns  
Hopkins has produced gifted 
and transformative leaders  
in every sphere of human  
endeavor. Today, Johns  
Hopkins is recognized as  
one of the most influential 
universities in the world.

Tradition of innovation
Students in the Johns  
Hopkins Global MBA  
program are part of the 
university’s tradition of bold 
creativity and visionary  
leadership, a tradition that  
has benefited the world for 
almost 140 years.

Global impact
With U.S. campuses in  
Baltimore, Maryland, and 
Washington, D.C.; and  
international campuses in 
Nanjing, China; Bologna,  
Italy; and Seng, Singapore;  
Johns Hopkins University  
truly has a global impact.

Interdisciplinary focus
Collaborations among Carey 
Business School students 
and our top-ranked schools of 
arts and sciences, education, 
engineering, international 
studies, medicine, nursing, 
public health, and more  
provide unparalleled  
opportunities for personal 
and professional growth.

“I know from personal 
experience—whether  
it’s Google or the Bank 
of New York—that the 
Johns Hopkins name 
really turns heads.”
Kathir Ramaswami, Global MBA 2012
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THE LARGEST PUBLICLY 
TRADED COMPANIES 
IN THE BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON AREA 
INCLUDE:

 Booz Allen Hamilton 
  Holding Corp.
Capital One Financial Corp.
Ciena Corp.
Computer Sciences Corp.
Danaher Corp.
Discovery 
  Communications Inc.
Exelis Inc.
Gannett Co. Inc.
General Dynamics Corp.
Fannie Mae
Freddie Mac
Host Hotels & Resorts Inc.
Jos. A. Bank Clothiers Inc.
Legg Mason Inc.  
Leidos Holdings Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corp.
Marriott International Inc.
McCormick & Co. Inc.
Micros Systems Inc.
NII Holdings Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corp.
Pepco Holdings Inc.
Science Applications 
  International Corp.
Sinclair Broadcast
  Group Inc.
Tessco Technologies Inc.
The AES Corp.
The Washington Post Co.
T. Rowe Price Group Inc.
Under Armour Inc.
W. R. Grace & Co.

Source: Book of Lists, 2014, 
Largest publicly traded 
companies in Baltimore and 
Washington, D.C. area

MAJOR LEAGUE

Baltimore is home to the Bal-
timore Ravens, 2012 Super 
Bowl XLVII champions, and 
the Baltimore Orioles.

ECONOMY INDEX

5 
Maryland ranks 
fifth in the 2014 
State New 
Economy Index, 
a measure of a 
state’s economy 

as knowledge-based, global-
ized, entrepreneurial, and 
innovation-based.

BEST COLLEGE CITIES

The American Institute for 
Economic Research (AIER) 
ranks Washington, D.C., 
#2 and Baltimore, MD, #5 
among the top 75 towns and 
cities in the U.S. for college 
students.

TOP MARKET

The Baltimore/Washington  
Combined Statistical Area 
(CSA) covers the labor  
market serving Baltimore 
and Washington, D.C.  
Boasting the nation’s most 
educated and highest-
income residents, it is the 
fourth largest CSA in the 
United States.

BUSTLING COMMUNITY

Within a one-mile radius of 
the Carey Business School, 
there are 103,000 jobs, 
42,000 residents, and 
18,000 students.

SMART SET

Maryland has the second  
highest percentage in the 
nation of professional and 
technical workers. The  
Baltimore/Washington  
workforce has ranked as  
the most highly educated in  
the nation for four decades.

THE HEART OF JOHNS HOPKINS.  
THE CENTER OF THE WORLD.
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Center of power
In less than one hour, you  
can be in Washington, D.C., 
an intellectual and political 
center of power. Connect 
with policymakers shaping 
the future of global trade, 
health care, and scientific 
discovery. New York is less 
than three hours by train.

carey . jhu.edu    5

“Being in the heart of the business  
community in Baltimore’s  
revitalized Harbor East area is 
second to none. The city’s major 
businesses are right here.”
Vinita Bhaskar, Global MBA 2014

Location advantage
From the Carey Business 
School’s stunning Harbor 
East location, you can take 
advantage of all the cultural 
activities Baltimore has to 
offer. You can stroll  
Baltimore’s renowned water-
front. Head to Fells Point for 
happy hour.  

Sample a crab cake at historic 
Lexington Market. Visit  
the world famous American  
Visionary Art Museum,  
Walters Art Museum, and  
Baltimore Museum of Art.  
Live large.

Bright future
Baltimore’s past is rich, and  
its future is bright. Renewed 
vitality is reflected in major  
revitalization projects  
throughout town and by  
the growth of Canton, Harbor 
East, and other vibrant  
harborside communities. 



A NEW WAY OF TEACHING AND  
LEARNING BUSINESS

“We are a critical player  
in business research and 
educating MBAs. In the 
Global MBA program, we 
emphasize key strengths  
of Johns Hopkins: health 
care, real estate and  
infrastructure, enterprise 
risk and security, and  
financial businesses.”
Federico Bandi, professor of economics

6    carey . jhu.edu

Mario Macis, PhD  
Expertise: microeconomics, 
labor economics and human 
resource management, 
incentives, health economics, 
experimental economics

Brian Gunia, PhD
Expertise: improving 
effectiveness and ethicality 
at work, especially in 
negotiations and cross-
cultural interactions

Stacey Lee, JD
Expertise: business law, 
health law, and negotiations 
with special focus on  
negotiating in health  
care settings

Kathleen M. Sutcliffe, PhD 
Bloomberg Distinguished 
Professor 
Expertise: organizational 
change, culture, and  
high reliability organizing  
and resilience

MEET SOME OF OUR FACULTY



Ravi Aron, PhD 
Expertise: information  
technology strategy, health 
care strategy, and health care 
information systems

Seize change  
and opportunity
Change doesn’t usually occur 
within the neat definitions  
of disciplines, and opportunity  
is most often found where  
new ideas emerge. In their  
research and in the classroom,  
Carey Business School  
faculty members teach and 
write at the new crossroads  
of social challenge and  
business opportunity.

Build your personal brand
Faculty members work  
intensively with students on 
their individual goals. Global 
MBA graduates go on to  
successful careers in a range  
of industries, including 
finance, health care,  
technology, real estate,  
and consulting, as  
well as government and  
nonprofit sectors.

Connect with top minds  
in your field
An internationally  
renowned, interdisciplinary 
research community,  
Carey Business School  
faculty focus on creating,  
applying, and sharing  
fundamental knowledge  
that global business  
leaders use to define and 
solve business problems.

Tap the intellectual  
venture capital
Teaching is highly  
personalized. Here, dynamic 
and experienced intellectual  
firepower can and does 
quickly ignite student ideas 
into life-changing  
opportunities. “It’s like having 
instant access to a great  
fund of intellectual venture 
capital,” says Ravi Aron,  
associate professor. “A  
student has immediate  
feedback on a business  
idea, sometimes to the  
point of start up.” 

carey . jhu.edu    7

“The faculty has been hand picked 
for their scholarship and expertise  
in areas that address today’s most 
urgent problems at the intersection 
of society and business.”
Ravi Aron, associate professor and director of the Global MBA program
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Tradition of innovation
Since 1876, Johns Hopkins 
has stood for innovation and 
improving lives.  
 The first graduate  
business courses were  
offered at Hopkins in 1916.  
 The Carey Business 
School is the modern  
expression of a long held 
commitment to adding  
to the world’s knowledge 
base while improving the 
world in which we live.

Exceptional minds
Carey Business School 
faculty members are highly 
respected and rated  
academics, teachers, and 
business professionals. All 
have the sense of business 
design that can envision 
processes and improvements. 
Their vision invigorates  
business research and  
intellectual capital. 

Xian Sun, assistant professor of finance

“Carey Business  
School faculty 
have a vested  
interest in seeing  
the program 
grow and evolve. 
As such, they are 
eager to work 
with students in 
innovative and 
entrepreneurial 
ways that  
enhance the 
overall learning 
environment.”
Stephen Amatucci,  
Global MBA 2014 



FACULTY EXPERTS IN A 
WIDE RANGE OF FIELDS

•  Business law, ethics, and 
social responsibility

• Communications and ethics

•  Community economic  
development

• Consumer decision making

•  Consumer psychology in 
developing economies

• Corporate finance

• Digital forensics

•  Empirical market  
microstructure

• Entrepreneurship

• Global supply chain strategy

•  Health services adminis-
tration, health care policy, 
health systems manage-
ment, and technology  
commercialization

• Health care economics

• International trade

• Labor economics

•  Large-scale project  
management

•  Management education  
and collaborative learning

• Management strategy

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Monetary economics

• Real estate and  
infrastructure

• Systems integration  
strategies

•  Technological  
entrepreneurship

VISITING SCHOLARS

Number of faculty 
seminars featuring 
visiting scholars on 

campus for the academic 
year 2014-2015

GUEST LECTURERS

45 Number  
of seminar 
speakers and 

faculty candidates visiting 
campus for the academic 
year 2014-2015

A NEW WAY OF TEACHING AND  
LEARNING BUSINESS

carey. jhu.edu     9

FACULTY RESEARCH

A sampling of recent faculty 
research includes:

•  “Economic Rewards to 
Motivate Blood Donations,” 
Science

•   “The Impact of Automation  
of Systems on Medical  
Errors: Evidence from Field 
Research,” Information  
Systems Research

•  “Contemplation and Con-
versation: Subtle Influences 
on Moral Decision Making,” 
Academy of Management 
Journal

•  “Faking It: Exploring the  
Motivational Factors of 
Counterfeit Purchases,” 
Journal of Marketing  
Research

•  “Should Event Organizers 
Prevent Resale of Tickets?” 
Management Science

•  “Outside Advantage:  
Can Social Rejection Fuel  
Creative Thought?”  
Journal of Experimental 
Psychology: General

•  “The Double-Edged Sword 
of Signaling Effectiveness: 
When Salient Cues  
Curb Post-Purchase  
Consumption,” Journal of 
Marketing Research

•  “Free Cash Flow and the 
Wealth Effects of Stock  
Repurchase Announcements,” 
Quarterly Journal of Finance 
and Accounting

SENIOR PROFESSIONAL 
INSTRUCTORS

20 These  
experienced 
practitioners 

bring the challenges of the 
professional world directly 
into the classroom.

 
MEMBERS:

 71
NEW FACULTY

16 New faculty  
members for  
academic year 

2014-2015

EXECUTIVES IN  
RESIDENCE

The school has developed  
a robust and impressive  
Executive in Residence  
program, which allows  
students to learn from  
these industry leaders in 
one-on-one settings. Over 
the past year more than 25 
executives have visited the 
Carey Business School to 
interact with students and 
collaborate with faculty  
and school leadership. 

Executives in Residence 
include: 
Wes Bush, Chairman, CEO 
and President, Northrop 
Grumman  
Anthony Coles,MD, 
Chairman and CEO, Yumanity 
Therapeutics, LLC, Former 
President and CEO, Onyx 
Pharmaceuticals
Michael Neal, JP Morgan 
Board Member, Former 
Chairman and CEO, GE 
Capital
John Rice, Vice Chairman, 
President and CEO, GE 
Global Operations  
Susan Silbermann,  
President and General 
Manager, Pfizer Vaccines 
Jeff Zucker, President,  
CNN Worldwide



“One of the things I have enjoyed most during my time  
at Carey is the opportunity to hear industry leaders 
speak at Carey events. Listening to the Chief Marketing 
Officer of GE discuss the rising trends in marketing  
or the President of Nielsen speak about the future of  
customization through big data, is truly inspiring.”
Yashika Shah, Global MBA 2014

A PROGRAM OF STUDY FOR  
A NEW KIND OF MBA

10    carey . jhu.edu



Problem solvers wanted
At the Carey Business School, 
we teach business with  
humanity in mind. We have 
built a new kind of program 
around areas of major need 
and professional opportunity, 
including real estate and 
infrastructure, enterprise risk 
management, health care 
management, and financial 
businesses. These areas call 
for ethical, forward thinking 
business leadership. 

The Carey Business 
School offers a highly 
personalized program that 
crosses disciplinary  
lines with ease to help you  
realize your unique goals. 
Taught by leading scholars 
and researchers—experts 
on the business and societal 
trends that form the founda-
tion of our program—the 
Global MBA program offers 
a new definition of the MBA 
that is global, focused on 
social good, and relevant.

The toughest challenges—  
the greatest impact
Research and course work 
at the Carey Business 
School are focused on areas 
of greatest need and with 
greatest career opportunity. 
Students move through a 
series of integrated modules 
that reflect the nature and 
structure of real-world  
business problems. 

Learning and leading
In Thought and Discourse 
seminars, students learn to 
communicate, share ideas, 

develop critical thinking skills, 
and gain ease working with 
international colleagues 
with diverse experience and 
backgrounds.

Integrated and  
interdisciplinary 
We use an integrated teach-
ing method that combines 
lectures, cases, projects, 
seminars, and group work. 
Students work with  
professors across disciplines 
and learn from a variety of 
teaching methods.

GUEST SPEAKERS

Today’s most influential  
business minds address  
topics of global interest  
and importance. Recent 
speakers have included:

•  Wes Bush,  
Chairman, CEO  
and President,  
Northrop Grumman 

•  Beth Comstock,  
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Marketing Officer, GE

•  Alex Gorsky,  
Chairman and CEO,  
Johnson & Johnson

•  Gail J. McGovern, 
President and CEO,  
American Red Cross 

•  Karen Peetz,  
President, BNY Mellon

•  Charles Scharf,  
CEO, Visa Inc.

•  Lorenzo Simonelli, 
President & CEO,  
GE Oil & Gas

STUDENT CLUBS AND  
ORGANIZATIONS

• ABC Society

• Carey Consulting Club 

•  Carey International Business 
and Diplomacy Club

•  Carey Women in Business 
(Baltimore & DC)

•  Entrepreneurship Club

•  Finance Club 

•  Financial Management  
Association 

•  Global MBA Association

• Golf and Tennis Club 

• Health and Wellness Society

•  Healthcare Business  
Association

•  Innovation Factory

•  Investment Banking Club 
(Baltimore & DC)

•  Marketing Club (Baltimore 
& DC)

•  Net Impact (Baltimore & DC)

•  Soccer Club (DC)

•  Sports Business Club

•  Student Government

•  Technology & Innovation 
Club

LEADING PROGRAM, 
LEADING INSTITUTION

The Global MBA draws  
upon the strengths of Johns  
Hopkins in health care,  
public health, engineering, 
and technology in  
professional, transformative  
learning experiences. 

TOP 10

Recently named among  
the top 10 schools  
offering the “most innovative 
business school courses”  
by Forbes.com

GLOBAL CITIZENS,  
GLOBAL BUSINESS

A training ground for global 
leaders where students from 
all over the world study with 
and develop a lifelong net-
work of business associates 
from China to Brazil

INTERNATIONAL  
STUDENT BODY

Since 2009 the Global  
MBA program has been 
represented by 32 nations 
including: Australia,  
Bangladesh, China, Costa 
Rica, Germany, India,  
Indonesia, Japan, Nigeria, 
South Korea, Turkey, the U.S., 
and the United Kingdom.

carey . jhu.edu    11

https://jhucarey.collegiatelink.net

For details and more  
information on student  
activities, visit:



QUITO, ECUADOR

DENVER, COLORADO

The Innovation for Humanity 
project is an interactive and 
collaborative learning  
experience that culminates  
in a three-week in-country 
residency. In keeping with  
the Carey Business School’s 
commitment to a truly  
international educational  
experience, Global MBA  
students visit and consult  
with business and community 
leaders both in the U.S. and  
in developing countries. 

During their first semester, 
and prior to their consulting 
trip, students learn about the 
culture, history, and political 
and economic challenges of 
the region they will visit so  
that they are prepared to add 
immediate value when they 
arrive at the project site. In 
country, they work with local 
entrepreneurs to recommend  
improvements or solve  
important business 
challenges in infrastructure, 
public health, or other 
areas of critical need. After 
completing the residency, 
students make formal 
presentations of their 
assessments and business 
recommendations.   

Students surveyed LVPEI 
patients’ satisfaction and 
found that extended wait 
times were a major detractor 
(one LVPEI facility sees 700 
patients a day). Using the 
survey data, the students 
developed a new patient 
management system.

Lima, Peru
Carey students heard 
a common refrain from 
impoverished residents of 
Lima’s slums, “We need 
stairs.” Stairs to where? 
Turns out, everywhere. Built 
into the side of a mountain 
range, transportation is a daily 
struggle for the community’s 
exploding population. 

The problem is one of 
several facing the community, 
which also has no access  
to running water, failing  
infrastructure, poor health 
conditions, and limited  
food access. 

Working with TECHO, 
a nonprofit volunteer  
organization focusing on 
providing services to the 
impoverished, students  
created a matrix-based tool 
to evaluate the viability of 
future projects. 

INNOVATION FOR HUMANITY PROJECT

Carey Business School  
Global MBA students have  
participated in 84 Innovation  
for Humanity projects  
worldwide. Here is a sampling: 

Kigali, Rwanda
Students worked with 
local entrepreneurs and 
government officials on 
health care technologies 
aimed at improving public 
health. Included in their work 
was the implementation of a 
phone texting technology and 
patient records management 
system for the nation’s health 
care system.    

Bangalore, India 
Students worked with medical  
leaders to address the region’s  
most prominent social issue— 
providing affordable health 
care by analyzing operational 
processes, social impact 
metrics, and quality and 
delivery of care. 

Quito, Ecuador 
Students worked with an  
indigenous, women’s 
organization to create a 
sound business infrastructure 
for a small flour miller that  

improves the local 
community. The students 
discovered the business was 
operating at a significant 
deficit, and implemented 
several tech niques to  
improve the budget. 

Denver, Colorado 
Deployed to Denver, a group 
of students helped invent a 
new educational pyramid  
for a charter school focused 
on educating students  
from low-income  
communities in STEM  
(science, technology,  
engineering, and  
mathematics). 

Hyderabad, India
Half of the world’s blind 
population lives in India. 
This presents a staggering 
health care challenge for the 
country’s leaders. Students in 
this year’s program worked 
with the LV Prasad Eye 
Institute (LVPEI), a nonprofit 
focusing on eye care for the 
nation’s underserved, to 
address an integral business 
issue—customer satisfaction. 

12    carey . jhu.edu



LIMA, PERU

KIGALI, RWANDA

“My experience in Lima, 
Peru, was transformational. 
We worked with people  
who live in extreme poverty.  
I am better prepared to 
adapt and lead in an  
increasingly volatile and 
global environment.”
Sarah Grannemann, Global MBA 2014

HYDERABAD, INDIA
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This unique entrepreneurial 
program gives Global MBA 
students the opportunity to 
participate in transforming 
a scientific discovery into a 
viable commercial enterprise. 
Students collaborate with 
Johns Hopkins researchers, 
physicians, engineers, and 
public health experts to  
determine if the product or 
technology is a promising 
business opportunity.

Discovery to Market  
examines the process of  
scientific discovery, the 
essentials of intellectual 
property law, and the skills 
necessary to assess the  
feasibility of commercializa-
tion. Starting in the second 
semester, small groups of 
students are matched with 
inventors of products or 
technologies under develop-
ment in other divisions of 
the university and beyond, 
including the Department of 
Medicine and the U.S. Army 
Telemedicine and Advanced 
Technology Research Center. 

age-related macular  
degeneration. The inventor  
claimed this invention  
would reduce the frequency  
of treatment by delivering  
therapeutic agents through a  
biodegradable nanoparticle. 

The student team  
conducted in-depth research 
on the technology and the 
intellectual property  
landscape. They concluded 
that it would be more  
efficient and effective than 
current treatments. Students 
also recommended a  
business model for the 
inventor. Dr. Green plans to 
participate in another  
Discovery to Market project.

Carey Business School  
students consult with  
renowned surgeons
A Discovery to Market team 
recently worked with Hien 
Nguyen, MD, from the Johns  
Hopkins Bayview Medical  
Center to assess the  
commercial feasibility of his 
innovative suture device, 

FastStitch. This easy-to-use 
device represents a vast 
improvement over traditional 
suturing methods. 

The team determined that 
FastStitch is novel and  
patentable. They determined 
the market size and calcu-
lated the cost savings for 
hospitals. They performed  
primary market research, 
spoke to surgeons at  
institutions who supported 
the use of the device, and 
considered alternate business 
models. The team recom-
mended licensing FastStitch 
to a large device firm. Dr. 
Nguyen currently participates 
in Discovery to Market with a 
different innovation.

DISCOVERY TO MARKET PROJECT

14    carey . jhu.edu

Hien Nguyen, MD, works with 
students to assess the market  
for medical innovations

“Discovery to Market 
integrates business, intel-
lectual property, and science 
in a way few programs can. 
When students share this 
experience during interviews, 
prospective employers are 
impressed,” says Toby  
Gordon, ScD, associate 
professor and Discovery to 
Market lead instructor.

Bringing revolutionary  
medicine to market  
Recently, a Global MBA  
team worked with Jordan 
Green, PhD, from the  
Johns Hopkins Department  
of Biomedical Engineering  
to assess the commercial  
feasibility of his invention,  
a treatment for neovascular 

Classic choroidal neovascular 
membrane in age-related  
macular degeneration



“Discovery to Market is the best 
part of the Global MBA program. 
My team had full access to  
inventions by world-renowned  
researchers. We were given  
every resource needed to create  
a commercialization plan. We 
used multiple skills: finance,  
presentation, entrepreneurial 
thinking, market research,  
and analysis.”
Sebastian Seiguer, Global MBA 2013

carey. jhu.edu    15



Career Development  
Office
The Carey Business School 
Career Development Office 
(CDO) takes a strategic 
approach to collaborating 
with students, alumni, and 
employers with a mission to:
• Inspire potential
• Innovate ideas
• Empower self-discovery
• Expand knowledge
• Connect people
• Celebrate success

CDO consists of two dynamic 
teams: Coaching & Education 
(C&E) and Employer 
Relations (ER). C&E and  
ER prepare students and 
alumni for prolific careers 
through one-on-one 
coaching, on and off campus 
programming, and innovative 
resources which include:

Core Competency Model 
A set of nine core 
competencies identified 
by CDO as highly valued 
amongst employers in 
the global marketplace: 

adaptability, communication, 
creativity, EQ, ethics, 
leadership, professionalism, 
resilience and self-
understanding. The Core 
Competency Model  
informs all programming  
and one-on-one coaching.

Carey Compass 
CDO’s online interface 
for students, staff, and 
employers features a student 
and employer database, 
employment module, 
and a student and staff 
appointment scheduler.

Career Navigator
This collection of online 
resources helps students 
achieve their career goals.

Professional Development 
Course for Career Success 
This interactive course is 
designed to help first year 
Global MBA students develop 
critical professional skills that 
are necessary in business. 
Course topics are selected 
based on industry research 
and what employers are 
looking for in MBA students. 

THE FOLLOWING  
IS A SAMPLING OF  
EMPLOYERS WHO  
HAVE HIRED CAREY  
BUSINESS SCHOOL 
GLOBAL MBA STUDENTS, 
VISITED CAMPUS,  
OR HAVE INTERVIEWED 
CAREY STUDENTS

3M
Abbott Laboratories
Acumen Fund
Adventist Healthcare
Advisory Board
Amazon China
AOL

Argus
AT&T
Autodesk
Bank of America
Bank of New York
Barnes Distribution
Bayer Corporation
BCG
Bill & Melinda Gates  

Foundation
Biogen
Blackbird
Blizzard Entertainment
Bloomberg
BNY Mellon
Booz & Company
Bristol-Myers Squibb

eBay
Education Pioneers
Electronic Arts
Eli Lilly
Emerson
Ericsson Inc.
Ernst & Young
Evernote
FI Consulting
FINCA
The Gallup Corporation
GE Healthcare
GenScript
Gensler
GlaxoSmithKline
Google
Henry Schein
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NEW PATHS TO SUCCESS

Brown Advisory
Caesars Entertainment
Campbell’s
Cancer Treatment Centers  

of America
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
Cigna
CITIC Securities  

International Company
Citigroup
Comcast
Constellation
Danville Capital
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
Doximity
Eaton Corporation

Each session is designed to 
help students build a solid 
foundation of interpersonal 
skills. 

Global MBA Treks 
Treks are an opportunity to 
visit companies, arranged by 
student groups and clubs, in 
conjunction with CDO. Past 
treks have included visits to 
New York, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Houston, and 
local employers.



“Over the last year,  
I have developed  
a great relationship 
with the Career  
Development Office. 
The team has not only 
provided feedback on 
my résumé but has 
gone out of their way 
to connect me with key 
alumni and industry 
leaders who helped me  
get one step closer to 
landing an internship. 
This very motivated 
team always has  
the students’ best  
interests in mind and 
the staff prove that 
through their support.”  
Christian de Paco  
Global MBA Class of 2015

carey . jhu.edu    17

Hilton Worldwide
Humana
IBM
IFC
Johnson Controls
Johnson & Johnson
Jones Lang Lasalle
JP Morgan
Kimberly Clark
LinkedIn
L’Oreal
Lupin Pharmaceutical
Marriott
Martec
Mass Mutual Financial 

Group
MBAs Without Borders

McCormick & Company
McKinsey & Company
MedImmune
Medstar
Medtronic
Merck
Merrill Lynch
MGM Resorts
Microsoft
Mitre
Morgan Stanley
New York Life Insurance 

Company
Northrop Grumman
Oracle
Patriot Capital
PayPal

PBS
Pfizer
Phillips Healthcare
Procter & Gamble
PWC
Quantum
RHT Consulting
Ricoh
Sage Growth Partners
Samsung
Shell
Siemens 
Sodexo
Sony Corpration
SunTrust Bank
T. Rowe Price
Taylor DeJongh

Therataxis
Thermo Fisher Scientific
United Technologies
USAA
U.S. Dept. of Health and 

Human Seriveces
U.S. Food & Drug  

Administration
Verizon
Volkswagen
Walgreen’s
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Union
WooFund
The World Bank
ZS Associates

GRADUATES WHO ACCEPTED EMPLOYMENT BY FUNCTION

GENERAL MANAGEMENT    20%

OTHER    13%

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING    17%

CONSULTING    33%

MARKETING & SALES   17%

GRADUATES WHO ACCEPTED EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

PHARMACEUTICAL,  
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL  
& HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS    26%

TECHNOLOGY    10%

FINANCIAL SERVICES    20%

OTHER   27%

CONSULTING  17%

INTERNSHIPS BY INDUSTRY

CONSULTING    16%

HEALTH CARE    13%

NONPROFIT    23%
TECHNOLOGY    19%

FINANCE    23%



Graduates of the Carey 
Business School go on to  
manage businesses, lead 
organizations, inspire 
innovation, and serve 
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CHANGE THE WAY THE WORLD DOES BUSINESS
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Amber Herzer 
Global MBA 2014
Associate
CareFirst BlueCross 
BlueShield

Yashika Shah
Global MBA 2014
Associate, Global Business 
Transformation
J.P. Morgan

Hao Yu 
Global MBA 2012 
Executive Director
CITIC Guoan Capital 
Management

Michael Digafe
Global MBA 2014
Client Executive
IBM

“Earning my MBA at the 
Carey Business School gave 
me access to a world-class 
institution, and allowed me 
to learn from a diverse group 
of classmates, teachers 
and subject matter experts 
across all disciplines. The 
combination of the Johns 
Hopkins brand, the Global 
MBA program, and access 
to experts gave me an 
incredible foundation for 
success.” 

“When I was looking for an 
MBA program, I wanted a 
program that had an intimate 
community and a diverse 
cohort of students, and many 
other MBA programs didn’t 
offer what the Carey program 
did. I wanted to be at a place 
where I could be surrounded 
by others with traditional 
MBA interests, but also other 
people more like me who had 
an interest doing business 
with humanity in mind.”

“What I love about Carey is 
its intrinsic student culture. 
There is a got-your-back 
kind of attitude among fellow 
students that is rare to see. 
It helps in creating a strong 
symbiotic culture that not 
only enriches the students’ 
experience but also gives a 
unique identity to Carey.”

“A lot of the values Carey 
has resonate with my values, 
specifically doing business 
with humanity in mind. The 
personality I have, who I am, 
is entrepreneurial, so I want to 
make a difference and leave 
my mark. If you want to be 
the change you want to see in 
the world, Carey is the place 
to be.”

communities by putting  
the school’s philosophy  
of business with humanity  
in mind into action.

Graduates of the Carey 
Business School and alumni 
have access to a wide 
network of other Carey 
Global MBA graduates,  

nearly 21,000 Carey 
graduates, and more than 
190,000 Johns Hopkins 
University alumni.
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  Resume

  1 required essay

   Two Letters of  
Recommendation

  GMAT/GRE scores

   TOEFL or IELTS 
scores for non-native 
 English speakers

   Required interview to 
be scheduled upon 
application for eligible 
candidates

Visit
Plan to visit us at our  
Baltimore Harbor East  
location and meet with  
Admissions staff, faculty,  
and students.

Meet us on the road at  
a graduate fair. Visit  
carey.jhu.edu for schedule.

Apply
After reviewing our detailed  
application instructions,  
apply online.

Financial aid
Be sure to explore financial  
aid options. 

Scholarships
All Global MBA applications 
are automatically reviewed 
for scholarship eligibility 
at the time of admissions 
review. Those selected will 
be informed along with their 
admissions offer. Explore 
additional scholarship options 
on our website and through 
your employer. 

Learn more
To take the next step, visit our 
website at carey.jhu.edu.

Contact us
Johns Hopkins  
Carey Business School 
Office of Admissions 
100 International Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21202
877-88 CAREY  
(877-882-2739) 
carey.globalmba@jhu.edu

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
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A
NEW
WAY

The Johns Hopkins Carey Business School supports  
business knowledge development and education through 
our own initiatives, innovations, and collaborative programs 
across the Johns Hopkins University. We create and share 
knowledge that shapes business practices while educating 
business leaders who will grow economies and societies, 
and are exemplary citizens.
Johns Hopkins Carey Business School 
Where business is taught with humanity in mind.



Johns Hopkins  
Carey Business School 
100 International Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
877-88 CAREY 
(877-882-2739) 
carey.globalmba@jhu.edu 
carey.jhu.edu
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